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1. This document is a response to an action item AI-52-8 decided at WG2 meeting 

#52 at Redmond, WA. USA. 

AI-52-8 Korea (RoK) (Prof. Kyongsok Kim)

To take note of and act upon the following items.

a. To prepare a contribution elaborating on the differences between Unicode and

ISO/IEC 10646 reported in document N3422, and to gather and report on feedback on

this document from national bodies and liaison organizations

2. We have not received any feedback RE: this action item.

3. The difference between ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (+ Amd3 and Amd4) and Unicode 5.0

  Consider representing a syllable-final letter KIYEOK (U11A8) alone.

  

  1) According to ISO/IEC 10646, two code positions will be needed:

     "U115F, U11A8".

  2) However, according to Unicode, three code positions will be needed:

     "U115F, U1160, U11A8".  Note that U1160 is inserted here.

  - Korea's proposal as suggested at WG2 meeting in Seoul in 1992 was exactly 

reflected in ISO/IEC 10646-1:1993.   

  - The relevant portions in ISO/IEC 10646 and Unicode are shown below in 3.1 

and 3.2, respectively.
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3,1 The relevant portion in ISO/IEC 10646:2003 + Amd3 + Amd4: 

  - a syllable-final letter alone = 

    code positions of syllable-initial filler (U115F) + syllable final letter

  - Each of Amd3 and Amd4 changes clause 26.1 slightly.  However, those changes 

do not matter in this regard. 
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3.2 The relevant portion in Unicode 5.0: 

  - a syllable-final letter alone = 

    code position of syllable-initial filler (U115F) + syllable-peak filler 

(U1160) + syllable final letter

* * *


